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We recently have been able to establish the following upper bounds on the 
global dimensions of R[x; u] where Y - x = x * TV : 
THEOREM. Let (I be an injective em&morphism of an arbitrary ring R. Then 
1. (i-t.) gld R[x; u] < 1. (i-t.) gld R + 1. 
Proof. Let M be a left (right) R[x; u] module. Write S = R[x; u], 
T = 230 (= o(R) [x; u]). If M g F/K, whereF is S free, then let Mu E Fo/Ko. 
(We define F” and Ku in [l].) Mu is a left (right) T module defined up to 
isomorphism. Note, hds M = hdT Ma. 
(a) Consider, for any left S module M, the exact sequence 
O-T@M~T@M”:Mu+O. (1) 
4R) 4R) 
g:f@m+fx@m”--f@xW. 
Since T is right a(R) free, we have 1. hd,M” < 1 + 1. gld o(R), i.e., 
1. hds M < 1 + 1. gld R. 
Since M was arbitrary, 1. gld S < 1 + 1. gld R, as required. 
(b) Let M be any right S module. We have the exact sequence 
O+M”@S~M@S:M-+O. 
o(R) R 
g:m”@f+m@xf-mx@f. 
(2) 
LetO+K,,,-+P,+... ---f P0 -+ M -+ 0 be an S projective resolution of M 
such that m > rt. hd, M. 
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Then K, must be right R projective (because S is right R free) and Km0 
must be right U(R) projective. Hence, K,,, OR 5’ and K,,,o &(R) S are both 
S projective, whence r-t. hd, K, < 1 [from (2) with K,,, for M]. Therefore, 
rt. hd, M < m + 1 as required. 
COROLLARY. (i) If R is Zeft hereditary then I.gld R[x; u] = 1 + l.gld R. 
(ii)IfRisa(o(R),o(R))-p g ro emmztor(c.f. Remark (iv)), then I.(rt.) gld R[x; cr] = 
1 + I.(rt.) gld R. 
Examples of (ii) are when 0 is an automorphism (first proved by Castillon, 
C. R. Acad. Sci. 260 (1965) 413 l-3; also Farrell and Hsiang, “A Formula for 
KIRIT; a]“, Yale Univ. Math. Notes, 1968); or if R = R,,[z] and u is the 
monomorphism sending z to f (z), f manic. Note (i) is not true on the right. 
Remarks. (i) We leave to the reader the proof that 
1. (rt.) gld R < 1. (rt.) gld R[x; IT] 
for any injective endomorphism u of R. Skew power series is more interesting: 
Let S = R[[x; u]], where Y * x = x * P. For any left R module M, we 
observe that x is a nonzero divisor on the left S module S @a M, and so 
Tor$+,(S/xS, S OR M) = 0 VYZ > 0. Thus, 
l.hd,,,,~O(SOM)~I.hd,SOM, 
S R R 
i.e., 1. hd, M < 1. hds S OR M. Hence, 1. gld R < 1. gld R[x; u]]. On the 
right, the best we have been able to do is 
rt. gld R < rt. gld R[[x; u]] + 1. Wd, s; 
since all of the above considerations hold for weak dimension, we see that 
rt. gld R < rt. gld R[[x; u]] + wgld R[[x; u]] < 2 rt. gld R[[x; u]]. 
(ii) Following Hochschild, we may compute the global dimension of a 
skew free algebra: Let G be the free monoid on the generators {x&o , and 
let {u~}~~,, be injective endomorphisms of a ring R. Let R(G) denote the skew 
monoid ring, where T . xI = xi * TO’, I E R. Then 
1. (rt.) gld R(G) < 1. (rt.) gld R + 1 
(with equality if one of the ui is an automorphism). 
(iii) Let a be an injective endomorphism of R, and d a u derivation on R. 
Then 1. (rt.) gld R[ x; U; d] < 1. (rt.) gld R + 1. For it is clear that the 
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sequences (1) and (2) remain exact and the proof goes through verbatim 
(observe that the corresponding derivation on o(R) is a&~~). (When u = 1, 
this result has been observed by N. S. Gopala Krishnan and R. Sridharan 
[2].) Also, 1. (rt.) gld R < 1. (rt.) gld R[x; U; d], as above. 
(iv) Note that “I is inversible” [l] is equivalent to I being an (R, R)- 
progenerator (i.e., invertible in the sense of Morita). The converse of Theorem 
[l] fails, even for finitely generated I; e.g., let I be a maximal ideal of 
(c.f., Math. 2. 111 (1969), 126-130); R and I satisfy the conclusion of the 
theorem but I = I2 and so cannot be a progenerator. 
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